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SUMMARY 

This report presents the results of a desk-based assessment and walkover survey of the site of the former Warner 

Eletctric Site, Tindale Crescent Industrial Estate, St. Helen Auckland, County Durham. It is proposed to 

redevelop this brown field site as a mixed use development.  

 

The proposed development area contains the demolished remains of part of the St Helens Colliery, dating from 

the 19th and early 20th century.  There is no significant potential for other, unrecorded cultural heritage 

features within the development area.  

 

Ground breaking works during construction of the proposed development will disturb and surviving sub-

surface remains of the colliery. This is considered to be an impact of no more than minor significance.  No 

cultural heritage features in the surrounding area will be subject to significant adverse impacts on their setting 

as a result of the construction and operation of the proposed new mixed-use development.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Headland Archaeology undertook a cultural heritage desk-based assessment and site walkover 

survey of land at the former Warner Electric Factory, St Helen Auckland, on behalf of Terrace Hill 

Projects Ltd. It is proposed to redevelop this brown-field site as a mixed use development.  

Cultural heritage features have been defined as all surviving relict man-made features pre-dating the 

First Edition Ordnance Survey mapping (surveyed 1856 in this area), in addition to selected sites of 

more recent date. This includes all Scheduled Monuments and Listed Buildings. Cultural Heritage, as 

it is interpreted here, thus includes all types of historic buildings and archaeological sites.  

SITE DESCRIPTION 

The proposed development area takes in a parcel of land formerly occupied by the Warner Electric 

Facility, within the Tindale Crescent Industrial Estate situated to the east of St Helen Auckland, 

County Durham (NGR NZ198 273).  

The previous buildings on this site have been demolished and the surface flattened, the area of the 

Warner Electric Facilities main building has been demolished to floor level with the concrete slab still 

in situ (Plate1). The southern part of the site has not been built on in the past but was used as a 

colliery tip from the 1920s; this tip has now been removed and the site levelled (Plate 2). There is little 

vegetation on most of this site though there is gorse and birch growing between the eastern and 

western areas and around the edge of what was the Warner Electric Facilities building. 

AIMS 

The aim of this study is to provide an assessment of the cultural heritage resource of the proposed 

development site and the potential impact of development on that resource.  

METHODOLOGY 

Study Area  

The study took in the proposed development site and an area extending 1.5km beyond it. The 

purpose of this extended study area was to investigate the cultural heritage potential of the 

development site and to identify any cultural heritage features likely to be sensitive to impacts on 

their setting.  

Data Sources 

The following sources were consulted: 

♦ English Heritages National Monuments Record (NMR) 

♦ Cultural heritage records held in the Durham County Council Historic Environment Record 

(HER);  

♦ maps held by National Library of Scotland; 

♦ relevant documentary material held by the Durham Record Office 
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♦ Client data 

♦ other readily accessible published sources. 

 

Field Survey Methodology 

A walkover survey of the development site assessed the presence / absence, character, extent and 

condition of known sites and the potential for previously unrecorded features of cultural heritage 

interest.  

Assessment criteria 

The criteria used to assess the sensitivity of sites, the magnitude of impacts and their significance are 

set out in Appendix 1. 

 

RESULTS (Figures 1) 

All cultural heritage sites are listed in a gazetteer at the end of this report; they are referred to by 

unique Headland Archaeology (HA) numbers issued in the course of the assessment. The gazetteer 

cross-references these sites with existing national and local reference numbers (Appendix 2).  

Known cultural heritage features within the development area 

There are no Scheduled Monuments or Listed Buildings within the proposed development area.  

The only recorded cultural heritage feature within the development area is St Helen’s Colliery which 

was in use from 1828 until 1938. Within the northern part of the development area, gasometers, coke 

ovens and the railway tracks that connected the mine to the railway line were located. The southern 

part of the development area contained part of the railway and a colliery tip which is present on maps 

from the 1889 Ordnance Survey Map. 

Documentary evidence suggests that St Helens Colliery was not a notable colliery within the Durham 

area. It was not one of the earliest coal mining sites but “was developed as part of the third phase of 

‘sinkings’ in the area to the west of Bishop Auckland” (DCEECG, 1993, p146). There are no records for 

St Helen’s Colliery that indicate it was in anyway innovative in the way it mined or processed coal.  

Examining map evidence from the first edition Ordnance Survey in 1859 to the Ordnance Survey map 

of 1920 (Fig2) it is clear that this mine did not stagnate but continued to grow and modernise. On each 

progressive Ordnance Survey map the size and structures of St Helen’s Colliery changed. By the time 

this Colliery was closed in 1938 map evidence suggests that little of the original structures remained. 

The Colliery was completely demolished by the Ordnance Survey map of 1939 with the south eastern 

part of the development continuing to be used as a tip.  

It is not known if any significant remains of the colliery survived demolition below the existing 

ground level. It is possible that the colliery site was just flattened and levelled off with the bases of the 

structures surviving below ground level.  It is considered that these remains would be of no more 

than local interest and are therefore considered to be of low to negligible sensitivity to direct impacts. 

 

Known cultural heritage features within the 1.5km Study Area 
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Within this area there is one Scheduled Monument (part of the Stockton and Darlington Railway line 

HA39) and nine Listed Buildings (HA16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 & 30), which are all located within 

the original village of St Helen Auckland. The Sites and Monuments Record includes many sites 

within this area; these are largely former railways and coal workings though they also include WWII 

features (HA8, 11, 12 &13), areas of ridge and furrow cultivation (HA2 & 46) and Roman roads 

(HA27, 29, 42, 43 & 45). 

 

Prehistoric and Roman 

There is no evidence for prehistoric land use in the immediate landscape of this area. The Roman 

period is in evidence in this area as Dere Street, the Roman road running from York to the Firth of 

Forth. The route of Dere Street runs south to north to the west of St Helen Auckland. The Roman 

period is also in evidence within this area in the Roman Road Barnhouse Lane, running east west to 

the south of St Helen Auckland. There is no recorded evidence of Roman settlement within this study 

area.  

 

Medieval and post Medieval 

Whilst St Helen Auckland was a village from at least the 14th century, the development area was not 

within the village area but approximately 500m to the east until the early 20th century. It is possible 

that this land was under agricultural use by the people of St Helen Auckland and there is some 

evidence of medieval ridge and furrow in the surrounding area. However the majority of surviving 

ridge and furrow in this area relates to the post medieval period, being straight and following existing 

field boundaries.  

 

19th and 20th Century 

The 19th and 20th century are represented by a number of cultural heritage features within the 

surrounding area in the form of evidence for mining, early railways and World War II features.  

 

Potential for previously unrecorded cultural heritage features within the development area 

The potential for previously unrecorded cultural heritage features within the proposed development 

area can be assessed, taking into consideration the history of the development site and the cultural 

heritage resource of the surrounding study area.  There is no evidence for features of prehistoric date 

in the wider study area and the routes of known Roman roads avoid the development site. The 

development site appears to have been agricultural land in the medieval period and remained so up 

to the establishment of the colliery in 1828.   It is considered that the remains of medieval or later 

ridge and furrow may have existed in the development area but it is highly unlikely that these will 

have survived the most recent 150 years of industrial activity on the site.  

It is therefore concluded that there is no significant potential for previously unrecorded cultural 

heritage features within the development area. 
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DISCUSSION 

Potential impact of development 

The development of this site as a mixed use development has the potential to have both direct and 

indirect impacts upon cultural heritage features 

Direct impacts are defined as physical impact upon the fabric of cultural heritage features. This is 

most likely to involve the removal of cultural heritage features through ground breaking works. Such 

impacts may be mitigated through avoidance or excavation and recording prior to destruction. 

Indirect impacts are defined as those that do not involve physical impacts upon the fabric of cultural 

heritage features or that result at some remove from the development area. Predominantly, these 

comprise impacts upon the setting of cultural heritage features, for example through the loss of 

related sites, loss of or alteration of significant views, alterations to related topography, separation 

from related land etc.. 

Direct impacts 

There are no upstanding features of cultural heritage interest within the site boundary. Any direct 

impacts will therefore be restricted to subsurface remains. As this has been a site of industrial activity 

since the early 19th century the potential for any features predating the colliery is very limited and 

therefore direct impacts will comprise disturbance during construction works of any surviving 

subsurface elements of the colliery itself.  This will constitute an impact of moderate magnitude on 

features of no more than low sensitivity; it is considered to be an impact of no more than minor 

significance.  

 

Indirect impacts 

The potential for indirect impacts on the setting of cultural heritage features resulting from the 

construction and operation of the new development has been considered. It is concluded that no 

cultural heritage features in the surrounding area will be subject to significant adverse impacts on 

their setting.  This reflects the recent landuse history of the development site, the industrial and urban 

character of the surrounding area and the distance between the development site and potentially 

sensitive structures such as listed buildings.  

 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

The proposed development area contains the demolished remains of part of the St Helens Colliery, 

dating from the 19th and early 20th century.  There is no significant potential for other, unrecorded 

cultural heritage features within the development area.  

 

Ground breaking works during construction of the proposed development will disturb any surviving 

sub-surface remains of the colliery. This is considered to be an impact of no more than minor 

significance.  No cultural heritage features in the surrounding area will be subject to significant 

adverse impacts on their setting as a result of the construction and operation of the proposed new 

mixed-use development.  
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APPENDIX 1: ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

Criteria for Assessment of Direct Impacts on Cultural Heritage Sites 

The sensitivity of a cultural heritage feature to direct impacts reflects the level of importance assigned 

to it. This is the product of a number of factors, including its potential as a resource of archaeological 

data, its association with significant historical events, its role as a local landmark with cultural 

associations and its aesthetic value. Official designations applied respectively to archaeological sites 

and buildings have been taken as indicators of importance as they reflect these factors. Scheduled 

Monuments are by definition of national importance, as are sites identified as candidates for 

scheduling on non-statutory registers. NPPG 5 (National Planning Policy Guideline 5: Archaeology 

and Planning) also allows for other sites to be classified as of regional or local importance, although 

these are not formal designations and do not imply any legal status. The three categories of listed 

buildings, A, B and C(s), approximate the levels of importance assigned respectively to archaeological 

sites of national, regional and local importance. 

In defining what constitutes a key element of the site, or a major, slight or negligible alteration, 

account has been taken of the extent to which the factors outlined above contribute to the overall 

value of the feature.  

The criteria used for defining a site’s sensitivity to direct impacts and then assessing the magnitude of 

those impacts are summarised in Table 1 and Table 2 below. The criteria for assessing the significance 

of such impacts are presented in Table 3. 

Table 1 Criteria for assessing the sensitivity of cultural heritage features to direct impacts 

Sensitivity of 

receptor 

Definition 

High Sites of National Importance including Scheduled Ancient Monuments and 

Category A Listed Buildings. 

Medium Other archaeological sites or buildings of regional importance, including 

Category B Listed Buildings  

Low Archaeological sites or buildings of local importance, including Category C(s) 

Listed Buildings  

Negligible A badly preserved or extremely common type of archaeological site/building of 

little value at local, regional or national levels.   

Table 2 Criteria for assessing the magnitude of direct impacts on cultural heritage features 

Magnitude of 

impact 

Definition 

Major Total loss or major alteration of the site. 

Moderate Loss of one or more key elements of the site.  

Minor Slight alteration of the site. 

Negligible Very slight or negligible alteration of the site 
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Table 3 Criteria for assessing the significance of impacts on cultural heritage features 

Feature Sensitivity Magnitude of 

Impact Negligible Low Medium High 

Major  Negligible 

significance 

Moderate 

Significance 

Major 

Significance 

Major 

Significance 

Moderate Negligible 

Significance 

Minor 

Significance 

Moderate 

Significance 

Major 

Significance 

Minor Negligible 

Significance 

Negligible 

Significance 

Minor 

Significance 

Moderate 

Significance 

Negligible Negligible 

Significance 

Negligible 

Significance 

Negligible 

Significance 

Minor 

Significance 
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APPENDIX 2: GAZETTEER OF CULTURAL HERITAGE FEATURES WITHIN 1.5KM OF THE SITE BOUNDARY. 

 

HA 
No Title Status Description NGR References 

1 St Helen's Colliery  Colliery 
419630, 
527040  SMR; 6982 

2 Ridge and Furrow  

Post medieval ridge and furrow is visible as earthworks on air 
photographs in the non civil parish of Wear Valley District. Some ridge 
and furrow appears to be narrow ridge and furrow, and some appears 
to have possible Medieval origins. 

418800, 
528200 NMR; 1454981 

3 Coal workings  
Twentieth century coal workings are visible as earthworks on air 
photographs 

420200, 
528200 NMR; 1441870 

4 
Bishop Auckland 

 
Medieval borough, mentioned in documents dated in 1242-1243 and 
1308 

420810, 
528360 NMR; 918475 

5 
Deserted Medieval 
Village  

Deserted Medieval village of Henknowle was visible as earthwork 
banks and ditches on air photographs. They have been built over and 
destroyed by the expansion of Bishop Auckland. A twelfth century 
manor house is recorded from documentary sources. 

420931, 
528279 

NMR; 23950,  SMR; 
1686 
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6 Old Hall  House built 
418500, 
527499 NMR; 602346 

7 
Tindale Crescent 
Hospital  

Infectious diseases hospital built 1899-1900 to designs by W Perkins. 
It comprised a lodge, administration block, three ward blocks, a 
service block and discharge block. It later became a geriatric hospital. 

419900, 
527600 NMR; 1071254 

8 WWII trench  A World War II trench visible as an earthwork on air photographs. 
420200, 
528000 NMR; 1441839 

9 Hampshire Place  Roman Coin 
420750, 
527810 SMR; 3884 

10 Bishop Auckland  Possible site of medieval bridge 
421000, 
528000 SMR; 1471 

11 WWII Pillbox  A World War II Pillbox is visible as a structure on air photographs. 
418399, 
526970 NMR; 1454992 

12 WWII air raid shelter  
World War II Air Raid Shelters are visible as structures on air 
photographs. 

419190, 
527050 NMR; 1454997 

13 WWII trenches  
Two World War II Trenches are visible as structures on air 
photographs. 

419240, 
527090 NMR; 1455000 

14 Bishop Auckland  Unclassified archaeological site seen on air photograph. 
420600, 
527200 

NMR; 23967, SMR; 
2657 

15 West Auckland Station  
Site of railway station on the Stockton and Darlington Railway opened 
in 1833 and closed in 1962. 

418502, 
526627 NMR; 497591 

16 

Wheatsheaf Public 
House 

Listed 
building 
Grade II 

Public House, Early 19th century 
418620, 
526690 

LB; 385686, SMR; 
14094 

17 

St Helen's Auckland 
Junior School and 
attached wall 

Listed 
building 
Grade II 

C1900, Free Baroque style red brick school 
418744, 
526780 

LB; 385692, SMR; 
14095 
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18 

Church of St. Helen 

Listed 
building 
Grade I 

The church consists of a three-bay aisled nave with a two-storeyed 
south porch, and a chancel with two aisles that do not extend its full 
length. The walls of the nave and aisles are of rubble laid in 
discontinuous courses, the roof is not visible.  

418830, 
526770 

LB; 385687, NMR; 
21946, SMR; 1681, 
SMR; 14063 

19 Group of table tombs  

Listed 
building 
Grade II 

Group of 3 chest tombs to the Eden family mid 18th  to early 19th 
century 418852, 

526778 
LB; 385689, SMR; 
14064 

20 

Wall And Gates Around 
Yard To Church Of St 
Helen 

Listed 
building 
Grade II 

Probably 19th century, churchyard walls and gates 
418854, 
526754 

LB; 385688, SMR; 
14545 

21 
Headstone To Thomas 
Corbett  

Listed 
building 
Grade II 

Sandstone slab 1m high in a Gothic Style. Approximately 100m E of 
Church of St Helen 418868, 

526768 
LB; 385690, SMR; 
14546 

22 Vanbrugh house 

Listed 
building 
Grade II 

Former Coach house now private house. Early 18th century with late 
20th century additions 418931, 

526802 
LB; 385765, SMR; 
14530 

23 St Helen Hall 

Listed 
building 
Grade I 

St Helen's Hall - C17/18th 

418946, 
526772 

LB; 385691, NMR; 
21964, SMR; 14576, 
SMR; 1680 

24 
West Auckland, St. 
Helen's Auckland  Farm steam engine. 

419000, 
526800  SMR; 855 

25 
West Auckland to 
Shildon Tunnel Line  Dismantled Railway 

419500, 
526800 SMR; 6976 

26 
Haggerleases Branch 
Railway  

The Haggerleases Branch Railway was opened from Tunnel Branch 
Junction, St Helens, to its terminus near Butterknowle, and was 
renamed the Butterknowle Branch Railway in 1899.  

419678, 
526860 NMR; 1375672 
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27 Clay pit  
A twentieth century clay pit is visible as an earthwork on air 
phtographs. 

420200, 
526900  NMR; 1441876 

28 Dere Street  
Roman road running from Catterick Bridge to Binchester.  Largely 
followed by modern road and hedges.   

420545, 
526890 

NMR; 
1031405,NMR; 
1441884, SMR; 
3226 

29 East Oakley House 

Listed 
building 
Grade II 

House built late 16th to early 17th century, altered in the 19th and 
20th centuries. Built of rubble with ashlar dressings, roof of concrete 
tiles. 

418430, 
526380 

LB; 385645, NMR; 
511509, NMR; 
21971 

30 Mills  Mills 
418500, 
526500 NMR; 21951  

31 Coin Hoard  ?C16th coin hoard 
418500, 
526500 NMR; 21945 

32 Coal pit  Coal pit - extant C16th 
418500, 
526500 NMR; 21949 

33 Forge  Forge - extant 1377 
418500, 
526500 NMR; 21950 

34 Former Parish Boundary  Boundary between W.Auckland & St Helen's Auckland 
418600, 
526500 SMR; 6983 

35 West Auckland  Railway bridge. 
418600, 
526500 SMR; 883 

36 
St Helen Auckland 
Colliery Line  Dismantled Railway 

419500, 
526600 SMR; 6975 

37 Cropmarks  
A ditch and pits of unknown date are visible as cropmarks on air 
photographs. 

420560, 
526660 NMR; 1441848 

38 
Stockton And Darlington 
Railway 

Scheduled 
Monument 

 Railway from Witton Park Colliery to Stockton on Tees, built mainly 
for the transportation of coal from the Bishop Auckland area.  

418899, 
526268 

SM; DU108, NMR; 
1010178 
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39 Broom Mill  Mill and Former Mill Race 
419150, 
526250 SMR; 6979 

40 Railway Sleeper blocks  Stone Railway Sleeper Blocks 
419450, 
526320 SMR; 6978 

41 Brusselton Colliery Line  Former Railway 
419150, 
525900 SMR; 6974 

42 Shildon  Roman road running from Bowes to Bishop Auckland.   
420000, 
526000 

NMR; 1031159, 
SMR; 3173 

43 Ridge and Furrow  
Post medieval ridge and furrow and narrow ridge and furrow are 
visible as earthworks on air photographs. 

420200, 
525900 NMR; 1441889 

44 Coal workings  
Post medieval coal workings are visible as earth works on air 
photographs. 

420400, 
525900 NMR; 1441850 
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Plate 1: Looking north west over the northern area of the proposed development 
and the floor of the former Warner Electric Site

Plate 2: Looking south east over the southern area of the proposed development




